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Aggressive, yet passionate metal influenced hardcore fused with odd time changes, urgent vocals with

loathsome lyrics all surrounded by life-altering breakdowns. 6 MP3 Songs METAL: Metalcore, METAL:

Alternative Metal Details: October circa 2005, when fire met ice, and hell froze over, summoned by the

graves of fallen coked out groupies from the 80's, hungry for tasty licks and hot bodies....Alert The Sky

was born. Called from the four corners of the globe for greatness, Pete from the mean streets of Wall

Street, days spent drumming a new era of awesome, and hand crafting pearl necklaces. Landon,

comprised of a unsurpassed hard drive and specially formatted by the Apple Co. to rival any future

technology, learned the art of bass by Googling...himself. Josh, spent most nights playing soothing tunes,

righteous enough to melt the clothing on his female followers, satisfying the depths of their souls...and

Eliot, from the depths Yellowstone National Park, fighting grizzlys by day, bottles of whiskey by night, he

howled so fierce the moon dared not show its face...and the sun hid in shame because even it, did not

have shades bright enough for this future....for the breakdowns to come, that would melt the polar ice

caps into oblivion, and setting the hardcore world on fire. They united to satisfy the needs of every raging

whore across the globe, and achieve noodzzz like never before...this is Alert The Sky, and they're freakin'

sweet, so bite off that and chew it...its tastier than fried chicken. Sweeter than baby Jesus and way better

to listen to than anything you could have hoped for, because lets be real...My Chemical Romance is

probably in your stereo right now, and you have a lot of lost points to earn back. Rage!
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